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Discussions with a healthcare provider can help define individual needs for statin treatment. Want to Quit Smoking?
Atorvastatin may be taken at any time of the day without regard for meals. Accessed October 8, Many affordable
generic statins are available, and patients should discuss medication cost with their doctors so they can afford and
continue this treatment.. In addition, Ranbaxy also issued a recall in November due to glass particles found in
atorvastatin bottles. Subscribe to receive email notifications whenever new articles are published. Patients who drink
grapefruit juice should discuss this possible interaction with their doctor. In March , India-based Ranbaxy, the original
generic pharmaceutical manufacturer of atorvastatin, recalled over 64, thousands of bottles of the drug due to a possible
tablet mix-up in their atorvastatin shipments. In addition, consumers can check other manufacturers to see if their
generic products are AB rated, meaning they meet therapeutic and bioequivalency standards as set by the FDA.
Atorvastatin can also interact with certain foods and with grapefruit or grapefruit juice. Finally, a calculated BMI and
waist measurement can help uncover obesity risk factors, too. Available for Android and iOS devices. Due to these and
other serious quality control issues, the FDA banned Ranbaxy from shipping any pharmaceuticals from certain plants in
India to the U. Statins such as atorvastatin are usually well-tolerated.Jun 15, - The most recent recall of this drug was
issued on 3/20/ A Class II recall affecting Atorvastatin from Mylan Pharmaceuticals, it spanned four separate recall
orders issued on the same day. All together, the major action recalled over million bottles of the popular generic form of
Lipitor. FDA provides a searchable list of recalled products. Drug recalls are actions taken by a firm to remove a product
from the market and may be conducted on a firm's own initiative, by FDA request, or by FDA order under statutory
authority. Information provided by pilot to provide Human Drug recall information before it has been classified. Mar 30,
- Generic makers earn their livings off of volume, so when manufacturing issues lead to a recall, it can sometimes mean
big numbers. That is the case with Mylan, which recently began the recall of more than 4 million bottles of cholesterol
fighter atorvastatin because some of the tablets might be. The generic name for Lipitor is atorvastatin calcium. It was
approved by the FDA in and proved so successful and popular that it became the biggest selling prescription drug of all
time. It also belongs to the most prescribed class of drugs in the world, statins. Statins are drugs that lower cholesterol
and are prescribed to. Neurological issues - The FDA warns that some people have reportedly developed memory loss or
confusion while taking statin medication. Lipitor Recall. A recall occurs when a product is removed from the market due
to a potentially harmful defect. Pfizer voluntarily recalled specific bottles of Lipitor (40 mg only) due to. Nov 30, Atorvastatin, or generic Lipitor, was recalled November 9; The FDA changed its guidance after a conference call with
pharmacies and other groups; "We need to fix our process a little bit," says FDA official. The Food and Drug
Administration advised patients Friday to keep taking a popular cholesterol drug. Nov 30, - The Food and Drug
Administration advised concerned consumers Thursday to stop taking a popular cholesterol drug that may be
contaminated with specks of glass if the pills came from one of 41 recalled lots. The recall of generic Lipitor was
initiated nearly three weeks ago by Ranbaxy Pharmaceuticals. RECALL. Statin Medication Recall. April 13, Several
lots of atorvastatin calcium (Lipitor) tablets (10 mg, 20 mg, 40 mg, and 80 mg) are being recalled, the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) announced in its Enforcement Report for the week of April 5, The recalls affect more than
million bottles and. Mar 18, - Apotex announced a nationwide voluntary recall of Atorvastatin Calcium Tablets 10mg,
20mg, 40mg, and 80mg due to failed impurities/degradation The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued a warning
letter to Apotex in for 2 plants in Bangalore, India citing manipulation of test data by the.
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